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J U D G M E N T

1. Md.Fakir Ali has initiated the instant case by filing a written ‘ejahar’ before the

O/C,Krishnai P.S. on 07-04-2015 which was registered as Dhupdhara P.S. FIR

No. 82/2015 against driver of  the 709 Mini Truck bearing registration No. AS-

18-4776.

2. The prosecution case in a nutshell is that, on 07-04-2015 morning informant's

relative Sri Jonab Ali and one Sri Karmeswar Rava were riding a Motor-cycle

bearing  registration  No.  AS-01-AW-0059  from  Moranadi  to  Krishnai  Bazar

through  Khardang-Bidyapara  Road.  At  about  05-00  AM at  Tarangthap  the

offending truck driven on a rash and negligent manner and at a very high

speed hit  the Motor-cycle  causing  grievous injury  to  Sri  Jonab Ali  and Sri

Karmeswar Rava. The Motor-cycle was extensively damaged in the incident.

The victims had undergone treatment at Goalpara Civil Hospital. Hence, the

case.  
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3. On completion of investigation police filed a charge-sheet against the driver of

the offending vehicle Sri Dharmeswar Barman under section 279/338/427 IPC.

4. After securing appearance of the accused he was allowed to go on Court bail.

Relevant  documents  of  the  case  were  furnished  to  him.  Upon  perusal  of

materials on record and after hearing both sides, Learned Trial Magistrate has

explained the particulars of the offence under section 279/338/427 IPC to the

accused, to which he has pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

5. The prosecution in support of its case examined seven witnesses. The accused

was examined under section 313 CrPC. The defence case was total denial. The

defence side has not adduced any witness in support of their defence.

6. I have heard the argument advanced by the Learned Counsels for both sides.

7. Upon hearing and on perusal of the record I have framed the following point

for determination:

(i)   Whether  the  accused  person  on  07-04-2015  at  about  05-00  AM  at

Tarangthap drove a 709 Mini Truck bearing registration No. AS-18-4776 in

a manner so rash and negligent as to endanger human life and thereby

caused grievous injuru of Sri Jonab Ali and Sri Karmeswar Rava and also

damaged Motor-cycle bearing  No. AS-01-AW-0059?

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS FOR THE DECISIONS:

8. I have gone carefully through the entire evidence and the materials placed

before me.  The informant Md.Fakir Ali has examined himself as PW-1 and

stated on oath that, one day his maternal-uncle Sri Jonab Ali was hit by a

Truck and so he has lodged this case. He has admitted that, he does not know

who was responsible for the incident. 

9. Alleged victim Sri Jonab Ali (Pw-3) has deposed that, about two years ago one

407 vehicle driven in a high speed hit their Motor-cycle at Kherbari and he and

his companion had sustained injury in this incident and they were shifted to

hospital. He has failed to identify the driver of the offending vehicle. He has

denied the suggestion that, he has deposed falsely.
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10. Pw-2 Sri Sahabal Hoque and Pw-4 Jiban Sarkar are seizure witnesses

and they have proved their signatures in seizure-list; but they have denied any

knowledge on the alleged incident.

11. Pw-5 Krishna Devnath and Pw-6 Ranjan Sarkar too  has  denied any

knowledge on the alleged incident. 

12. The defence side has declined to cross-examine the Pw-1,2,4,5 and 6.

13. The prosecution side has also examined the M.O Dr. Bhaskar Jyoti Baishya

(Pw-7) and he has stated on oath that, on 07-04-2015 he had examined Sri

Karmeswar  Rava and Sri  Jonab Ali  at  200 Bedded Goalpara Civil  Hospital,

Goalpara and Ex-2 and Ex-3 are the injury reports submitted by him. As per

Injury-Reports  the  nature  of  injuries  were  'grievous'  and  caused  by  blunt

weapon. During cross-examination he has stated that these injuries can be

caused by falling on some hard substance.

14. Now, on going through the entire material, it appears that the prosecution

side has secured to examine six listed unofficial witnesses and the M.O in this

case. None of the witnesses including the informant (Pw-1) and one alleged

victim (Pw-3) has secured to throw any light  on the alleged incident.  Pw-

1,2,4,5 and 6 have clearly admitted that they have not witnessed the incident

and the Pw-3 has failed to identify the driver of the offending vehicle. Though

the M.O (Pw-7) has exhibited Injury-Reports mentioning grievous injuries of

alleged victim, there is no material to show how they had sustained the said

injuries.

15. Appreciating the entire material it clearly transpires that, the prosecution side

has failed to bring any cogent  material  to  substantiate rash and negligent

driving  on  the  part  of  the  accused. Hence,  the  accused  Sri  Dharmeswar

Barman is held not guilty of offence punishable under section 279/338/427

IPC and he is acquitted and set at liberty forthwith. 

16. Bail bond furnished on behalf of the accused person shall remain in force for a

further period of six months.
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17. The seized articles be given in zimma as per law in due course.

18. Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 5th  day of April, 2019.

S. CHANDA

ADDL.C.J.M. GOALPARA.

APPENDIX:

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS:

1. SEIZURE-LIST

2. INJURY-REPORTS

DEFENCE EXHIBIT:

      NONE

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

     1. MD. FAKIR ALI 

     2. SRI SAHABAL HOQUE

     3. SRI JONAB ALI

     4. SRI JIBAN SARKAR

     5. SRI KRISHNA BEVNATH

     6. SRI RANJAN SARKAR

    7. DR. BHASKAR JYOTI BAISHYA

DEFENCE WITNESS:

      NONE

DICTATED AND CORRECTED BY ME,

S. CHANDA, ADDL. C.J.M. GOALPARA.

TRANSCRIBED BY, SMTI . JEETU CHAKI (STENOGRAPHER).   


